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Abstract: Wi白 白e increasing popularity of intelligent compu阳 control systems in our coun町，也e accuracy and efficiency of 

intelligent control in theα.rrrent com阴阳control systems have at往acted more and more attention. Modbus and WEB technology have 

a simple chassis format, compact and powerful functions. On也is basis, based on the current research status of坦telligent com阴阳

control technology, this article analyzes the problem of optimizing intelligent computer control systems based on Modbus bus and 

WEB阳bnology扭曲e application process, and improves the intelligent computer control sys田ns based on Modbus bus and WEB 

technology. 
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1. Introduction
Fieldbus technology is a field device interconnection network communication technology that was developed坦 白E early 1990s and

applied to the field of process automation and manufacturing automation [II. It integrates many achievements such as automation 

control technolo町， network communication technology, and compuu立technology. Since 2000, my coun町has begun to c缸ry out 

research on也E application of industrial fieldbus technology in the field of low-voltage electrical appliances. At present, a pa忧emof

coexistence of multiple buses has been formed [21. Wi也让1e continuous improvement of power grid security and power quality 

r叫uiremen邸，fieldbus technology will be widely used in the field of low-voltage power dis创bution to realize intelligent power 

distribution sys阳ns and greatly improve the protection level of low-voltage smart components. Especially in recent years, intelligent 

low-voltage switch appliances (such as intelligent univ，町sal circuit break町s, intelligent molded case circuit break缸瓦intelligent dual 

power controllers, intelligent motor protectors and starters) have developed rapidly [31. High-tech products也at integrate technology, 

network technology and information technology with modern mechatronics. 

Systems based on也e Modbus protocol generally adopt the master-slave mode. τ'here is only one mas旬r in the network.’The 

communication is carried out in a qu笛y－皿swer mode.η1e master sends a message to the slave, and也e slave responds to也.e host's 

query after receiving也E message correctly or according ω也E master's message.τ'he response action I句. Moreover，也c system 

communication settings can only be initialized by the host. Communication data transmission in the network is a frame as a unit, and 

也e message is composed of a start b扰， device ad命ess，卸nction code, da钮， CRC check, and end character in a corresponding format to 

form a message企aJDe. In a stan也rd Modbsu network,也E system generally c皿 use two communication modes, ASCII and RTU.’This 

system uses RπJ (Remote Terminal Unit) communication mode. 

τ'he intelligent power distribution system based on Modbus protocol integrates various sites to realize cen位alized monitoring and 

management, which not only improves也e protection level of power distribution, but also improves the efficiency of manag，臼nent. It is 

simple, economical, and easy to program. At present, 也e developed distribution automation monitoring system based on Modbus 

protocol has been in op町ation in the distribution room of Hangshen Group岛r more也血two ye缸s.τ'he electric dis回bution devic创

缸e all domestic products, and the baud rate is 19.2kbit/s. Manage, monitor and control more 白血20 sites including the company’s 

comprehensive b旧lding, mold workshop, circuit breaker workshop, assembly workshop, el町a恤，and contact cabinet. For more也皿

two year宙， the op町ation has been stable and reliable, which has played a decisive role in也e automation m缸iagement of the group's 

power distribution room.τ'he system composition is shown in Figure 1: 
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